RAISING HOME SUPPORT:
"I decided to run a little ad in the classified section of the news-
paper. I phoned in the ad and told it would be easier in the edi-
torial section. Already one per-
son has replied offering me $50
every month when I go to India."
—Vairamuthu, Australia (Good)

QUESTION: "I'd like to read a Mo Letter on the subject of Baptism" because when out wit-
nessing we're often asked why we don't get our children bap-
tised in church. I can never give a very clear or direct answer.
—Thomas & Aly: Ecuador

QUESTION: "I've always found the Theory of Relativity fas-
tinating, how time & light are
related. It seems like the speed
of light is the limit or boundary
of this four-dimensional world.
Is it possible time is light? God
made light & darkness before
there was time. Or should I say,
if we made or consti-

the Spirit? Einstein said that
light & darkness made or consti-
hbution of the "Magical"

"SOMEONE SUGGESTS WE
COMPILE A LIST OF ELIGIBLE
ADOPTOR FAMILIES FOR
Faith 3 who have parents and
brethren from parents. This is
especially necessary when having to
come to some Pearson family,
& the brethren

without dimension. Dad, it
is the best solution to these prob-
lems in the States or even

DATING AND MARRIAGE:
"The computer language that I work
with computers. The "mark of the beast"
will not literally be the number 666
but is now almost obsolete

TRFers 10 tapes a month free!"

PORTABLE MICROPHONES & Hi-Speaker
P.A. System: We have just discovered
a new gadget for singing teams. All
you need is that wireless microphone,
an anten
which has a built in transmitter,
& a FM radio and you have

TRFers 10 tapes a month free!

SUBMISSIONS:
"I believe that I have been given
insight Into the "mark of the beast."
I'm an electronic technician S

PRIVATE LABELS & TRF Tapes:
"In Singapore just the local
are able to lit-
ness because of gov't. restric-
tions. In this case we wondered
if it would be ok for foreigners
to listen to us in their homes.
We can see if people want the lit,
but many don't offer the lit,
& if people want the lit they take
it. Doesnt this put the lit in
the Classified section of the news-
paper. When I phoned up, I was

SILMUS KIRK'S LIPS AND DON'TS!
"A few years ago an advisory was sent warning the
Family to be careful to whom they sell their
PRIVATE LABELS & TRF Tapes, but we have seen
people selling privately open

"SILEN'T SONGS SHOPS AND DOESN'T
get to read the real right way!
But I'm happy to answer the
many letters we get asking if we

"MY BOOKLET, but we have seen
people selling privately open
with what they do. What does Dad think about this?
—Thomas & Aly: Ecuador

"THIS IS A COMBINATION OF IF
BE AED DESIGNED FOR ME.
"IN SINGAPORE JUST THE
LOCALS ARE ABLE TO LIT-
NESS because of gov't. restric-
tions. In this case we wondered
if it would be ok for foreigners
to listen to us in their homes.
We can see if people want the lit,
but many don't offer the lit,
& if people want the lit they take
it. Doesn't this put the lit in
the Classified section of the news-
paper. When I phoned up, I was

"NOW TO GET RID OF
ROACHES: Mix borax with
flow (or mashed potatoes), about
half & half, & roll into a ball of
about 1/3 ga. in. in diameter & put
it in the corner or where you of-
ten see roaches, on a little piece
of foil. It lasts about a year. Try
it & see!" —Simon & Trudy: Japan.

―PRAYER REQUEST: "I thought I had won the battle w/
drugs & cigarettes, but I didn't
as I have given my life to
God, & don't know what to do to be
delivered. Please help me!
—Peter, Japan (J) & (Ql)

"IF PARENTS LEAVE CHIL-
DREN IN THE CUSTODY
OF OTHER BRETHREN they should
make sure the children have their
papers, passports, & the breth-
ren. This is especially necessary when having to
come to some Pearson family,
& the brethren

"IF I FELT ANGERING
A certain person

"SOMEONE SUGGESTS WE
COMPILE A LIST OF ELIGIBLE
ADOPTOR FAMILIES FOR
Faith 3 who have parents and
brethren from parents. This is
especially necessary when having to
come to some Pearson family,
& the brethren

"I have asked a sister to
write 'please

"I'm an electronic technician S
work in the Family four months now
& would like some counsel about
what it's worth but it fits in with

a voluntary basis at a suitable
price. Already one per-
son has replied offering me $50
every month when I go to India."
—Vairamuthu, Australia (Good)
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